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Abstract: The traditional mode of cooperation between enterprises still suffers from major problems,
including data privacy leakage, data falsification, and inefficient collaboration in data sharing. These
challenges make it difficult for enterprises to ensure that their cooperative suppliers adopt sustainable
practices in standards identification and operation processes. This paper proposes a “Value–Standard–
Process” collaborative framework for blockchain-based enterprise data governance that helps ensure
a high degree of data security, a high reliability of collaborative tasks, and a high transparency of
value transformation. First, this paper proposes a new collaborative mode for blockchain-based
manufacturing in the sharing economy, including the non-linear dynamic evaluation and value
balancing mechanism of data with multiple attributes, a trusted data governance mechanism for
blockchain-based manufacturing, and a smart contract generation mechanism for value-driven col-
laboration. Second, this paper explains these three components and the implementation of the overall
framework. Third, this paper verifies the applicability and achievability of the proposed frame-
work through experiments. Establishing the value-driven multi-level blockchain-based collaboration
mode facilitates the effective flow of production factors and promotes trust in the digital economy
of sustainability.

Keywords: data governance; blockchain; value-driven; collaborative production; governance and technology

1. Introduction

Thanks to advanced technologies, such as industrial big data, modes of production
are transitioning toward ecological and collaborative approaches and increasing supply
chain connectivity [1]; these approaches and connectivity optimize the standards for shared
resources, reduce digital resource waste in data management, and achieve overall sus-
tainability in production [2]. This transformation has profoundly affected the forms of
cooperation between enterprises and the way they maintain competitiveness [3], shifting
from order-driven to value-driven business cooperation. Barriers to data sharing and
information flow synchronization can mean that products are unable to meet sustainability
indicators [4]. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the competitiveness and production
decisions of these enterprises and to encourage them to exchange data that support produc-
tion decisions and service enhancements through standardization in production processes
and data formats. The use of cloud manufacturing and data processing has been proposed
as a means to address the challenges arising from collaborative manufacturing chains
consisting of multi-perspective [5], multi-process [6], and multi-supplier collaboration [7]
based on data value. Abou Zakaria Faroukhi et al. defined the data value chain (DVC) as a
system that is driven by data and can extract reliable value and divide it into four phases:
data generation, collection, analysis, and exchange [8]. To address privacy issues in data
exchange, Xinhua Dong et al. proposed a proxy re-encryption algorithm based on heteroge-
neous ciphertext conversion to effectively protect the delivery and use of sensitive data on
big data sharing platforms. This is achieved by monitoring user processes and measuring
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the value-added services provided to enterprises, balancing the sensitivity of data versus
the information security issues associated with sharing it [9]. In terms of heterogeneous
resource integration, Ming Li et al. proposed a blockchain-based digital twin resource
sharing platform to achieve reuse, sharing, and protection of digital resources [10]. Beatriz
Andres et al. proposed a new model of CMData to identify the data needed to collaborate
on replenishment, generation, and delivery plans, meeting the need for data sharing be-
tween participants [11]. In terms of the interactive need for data value, Mohammad Najjar
suggested that data information can be transformed into value through hardware, while
also pointing out the need to share data between suppliers [12]. By studying the role of
blockchain technology in enhancing environmental supply chain performance, Summer K.
Mohamed et al. showed that blockchain can be used for green information sharing in order
to create more resilient, sustainable supply chains that provide value to enterprises [13].

In other words, current cloud manufacturing and data processing technologies are
primarily designed to meet the needs of transferring and sharing digital resources in a
centralized environment through the trust in the platform, encrypted processing of data,
and enhanced transmission protocols. However, most of the existing models need to ad-
dress several challenges: (1) they are frameworks designed in a centralized integration
environment [14], where collaborating enterprises have difficulties ensuring the confiden-
tiality of their own shared data and lack trust in the source of the data, making it difficult
to develop trust between enterprises; (2) the lack of a mechanism to reconcile the perceived
differences in data value under the different value perspectives of the participants does
not adequately reflect the potential value of the data or stimulate a willingness to interact
with the data; and (3) there is a lack of mechanisms to reconcile the workflows of the
collaborating enterprises. After data sharing, enterprises still need to go through layers of
authorization and complicated management processes in order to transform the value of
the data. Therefore, there is a need to develop a multidimensional and collaborative data
governance mechanism between industry chains in a sharing economy environment to
achieve credible value sharing and transformation of data in the process of internal and
external collaboration to advance sustainable production practices.

To address these challenges, this paper proposes a value-driven collaborative platform
based on blockchain and edge computing technologies, aiming to provide distributed
data interaction services for enterprises in the production ecosystem and meet the data
sharing needs of different enterprises. Therefore, the innovation points of the blockchain
collaboration platform proposed in this paper are summarized as follows:

1. A non-linear dynamic evaluation and value balancing mechanism of data elements
with multiple attributes to realize the value assessment and balance. In the scenario
of rapid product iteration and frequent demand changes, participants at different
levels of an organization have different perceptions of data value, and it is difficult to
reach an effective consensus on the value of data, such as sales, orders, storage and
logistics data, involved in production. These data from the product lifecycle provide
the main basis for participants to specify their own business and production plans.
Thus, with the support of the balanced consensus on the value of data, participants
can understand the current production as well as the needs and decision-making
arrangements for the next stage of production planning.

2. A trusted sharing and governance mechanism of data for blockchain-based produc-
tion. The multi-layer suppliers in the industry follow different levels of data standards,
resulting in the expanded data scale, the wide variety of data types, and the high data
maintenance and access control cost. This causes a serious lag in value transformation
and utilization efficiency when data is shared by enterprises. Therefore, with the sup-
port of a trusted data gateway, the standardization, formatting, and trustworthiness
of data can be realized independently to ensure the authenticity and consistency of
the data acquired by enterprises, thus enhancing the efficiency of data utilization.

3. A value-driven mechanism for smart contract collaboration. Traditional enterprise
collaborative processes require iterative negotiation and authorization of layers of data
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management and collaboration, resulting in a large amount of private data requiring
various audits and departmental negotiations without efficient utilization. Therefore,
with the support of a workflow-based smart contract collaboration mechanism, a
new collaboration mode with value-driven, publicly auditable collaboration rules
and tamper-evident collaboration records can be utilized to meet the need of a new
collaborative workflow reconfiguration.

The sections of this paper are structured as follows, as shown in Figure 1: Section 2
provides a review of blockchain and privacy-preserving technologies. Section 3 introduces
the concept of collaborative production. Section 4 focuses on describing the key architecture
and supporting technologies for realizing a value-based data governance mechanism for
the production chain. Section 5 shows the implementation route of the framework proposed
in this paper and conducts feasibility experiments in order to validate the new mode of
multidimensional collaborative production. Section 6 draws conclusions and states what
can be further researched.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Blockchain

Blockchain is a distributed database system that stores transaction data and other
information and allows it to be shared among members of the network nodes [15]. On the
blockchain, data records are stored in blocks and, after being identified by a hash, form
a chain structure with previous blocks [16]. Hash encryption guarantees the security of
data on the blockchain and ensures that the data is reliable [17]; this prevents malpractices,
such as tampering, forgery, and fraud [18], which, to some extent, ensures the authenticity
of the data blocks [19]. As a distributed data structure, blockchain does not require a
central governing structure, but rather is maintained by all members of the chain [20] and
is therefore suitable for storing public data that needs to be circulated and verified. As such,
it can maintain a transparent and trustworthy transaction environment [21].

Blockchain, as an emerging technology, has received widespread attention from in-
dustry. The successful application of blockchain can achieve supply chain sustainability in
social, environmental, and economic terms, allowing enterprises to collaborate and share
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information so that sustainable products are produced, delivered, and returned [22]. Bill
Wang et al. applied blockchain technology to sustainability issues in the fast fashion sector
to achieve agility and accuracy in monitoring and securing management measures for the
reuse of chain materials [23]. Alexandre Dolgui et al. proposed a blockchain-oriented con-
trol system applied to the supply chain to achieve a trade-off between delivery times and
contract costs for each supplier in order to support multi-objective decision making in sup-
ply chains [24]. Zhi Li et al. proposed a production capacity evaluation system for supply
chain networks by combining Internet of Things (IoT), machine learning, and blockchain
technologies to achieve open and distributed data storage and sharing to improve the
sustainability of production management [25]. Ali Vatankhah Barenji et al. proposed a
blockchain-based network to eliminate third-party trust issues in business-to-business
collaboration, enabling peer-to-peer communication and transactions between users and
service providers, effectively improving the scalability issues of SME collaboration [26]. Ja-
sur Salikhov et al. developed a contractual coordination model based on “cost and revenue
sharing” to improve the efficiency of resource usage with information sharing to promote
sustainability in manufacturing through blockchain [27]. Jiewu Leng et al. proposed a
decentralized, blockchain-based model for the automated execution and validation of
transactions between manufacturers in order to address the trust problem in the social
manufacturing paradigm, providing a basis for decentralized manufacturers to collaborate
in the manufacturing ecology [28]. Basim Aljabhan et al. proposed a perceptive craving
game search (PCGS) optimization algorithm in data management to guarantee the privacy
of data, and pointed out that the application of blockchain has already had an impact on
environmental sustainability and even environmental protection [29].

2.2. Privacy Protection

In recent years, various technologies related to big data and data mining have emerged.
With the proper processing, analysis, and mining of data, it is possible to improve inter-
enterprise cooperation and decision-making. However, such collaboration can lead to
privacy violations [30], making it necessary to adopt privacy protection measures. Privacy
protection is a way to use data value in the process of using data, such as for transmission
and processing, without sacrificing data elements or comprising privacy.

Recently, several researchers have attempted to apply privacy-preserving techniques
to data mining scenarios. Wenjia Wu et al. integrated deep learning and differential privacy
techniques to propose a data protection algorithm based on SDIN, which can provide
effective privacy protection for industrial data [31]. Ya-Nan Cao et al. used blockchain
to solve the problems of privacy protection and identity authentication in the process of
data collection and electricity trading in smart electricity grids [32]. Sina Shaham et al.
proposed a machine learning-based anonymization framework for spatiotemporal trajec-
tory datasets that protects users’ location trajectory information when it is published in
public datasets [33]. Emmanuel Antwi-Boasiako et al. provided a framework for collabo-
rative deep learning and its training phase provided a homomorphic encryption method
to manage critical privacy in training datasets [34]. Lixin Liu et al. proposed privacy-
preserving protocols that balance the boundaries of accountability and privacy protection
and demonstrated their practicality for metadata leakage in healthcare systems [35].

3. Collaborative Production

In the production ecosystem of Industry 4.0 [36], there are three modes of integration:
intra-enterprise integration, end-to-end integration of a single supply chain, and the hori-
zontal integration of a composite supply chain [37], of which horizontal integration is the
most important feature of collaborative production. Collaborative production refers to the
use of computer technology and information technology to realize an advancement in the
design, manufacturing, management, and business between the upstream and downstream
parts of supply chain and enterprises [38]. This process is divided into three stages: value
collaboration, standard collaboration, and process collaboration.
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In the value collaboration stage, multi-level operators in the industry, such as cus-
tomers, manufacturers, suppliers, and external resources and other vertical units are driven
by the value chain of the project and networked around the needs of the industry chain [6],
realizing the consistent value recognition of various data elements in the supply chain,
breaking down the barriers to collaboration due to the value of the data constituted, and
stimulating a willingness to circulate resources between enterprises, thus promoting dy-
namic demand and business interoperability between participants at different levels.

In the standard collaboration stage, various data elements in the industry chain achieve
data governance, and heterogeneous data can be mutually authenticated, audited, and
authorized among operators at all levels to ensure authenticity and consistency; meanwhile,
the real-time value of the data elements can be optimized, which can support continuous
data sharing and integration.

In the process collaboration stage, the peer-to-peer data management mode of the
traditional process is broken through at each level of the industry chain, and the communi-
cation rules and collaboration records of each enterprise department are fully recognized
and authenticated. This solves the problems of data security and authority control that
lead to inefficient use and difficulties in collaboration concerning private data, realizing an
enterprise-level collaboration in which the rules can be publicly audited and the records
cannot be tampered with, thereby meeting the new collaborative workflow reconstruction
needs of rapid adjustment of process logic for participants at different levels.

4. Blockchain-Based Collaborative Platform for Enterprise Data Governance

The purpose of the research described here is to develop a general mechanism to
provide support and encouragement for multi-level enterprises in selecting partners that
follow sustainability in product, environmental, and social latitudes, which enable the
various participants to operate in production more efficiently through data sharing, trans-
forming the value of various data across interactions. Three key research priorities are
identified. They are (1) to develop a consensus mechanism for evaluating and balancing
the value of data from different perspectives; (2) to establish standards for data sharing and
transformation that are applicable to different stages of production collaboration among
enterprises; and (3) to develop a data value-based process modeling mechanism that is
compatible with various business interactions inside and outside the enterprise.

4.1. Non-Linear Dynamic Evaluation and Value Balancing Mechanism of Data Elements
with Multi-Attributes

To achieve consensus on data value and effective data sharing, a non-linear dynamic
evaluation and value balancing mechanism based on blockchain with multiple data at-
tributes is proposed in order to achieve different perspectives on data value among the
upstream and downstream participants in the industry chain. As shown in Figure 2, this
mechanism mainly includes data validation and cross authorization, dynamic assessment
of data value, and incentives for value sharing.

4.1.1. Data Validation and Authorization

To reduce the storage pressure on the blockchain system, on-chain and off-chain
data collaboration technology is used. For the data collected by each participant from
the collaboration phase, on the one hand, confidential data with privacy protection needs
will be uploaded to the distributed collaboration system. On the other hand, the sys-
tem uses blockchain technology to extract the collaboration information that needs to be
interacted with the data carrier using a hashing algorithm to generate summary informa-
tion about the data elements, which includes the unique hash value identification, the
source of the data, and operation information about the equipment. At the same time, the
blockchain SDK uploads the summary information to the masterchain by calling the smart
contract autonomously.
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In order to allow all participants in the industry chain to collaborate through data
elements, the data authentication technology is combined with group signature and zero-
knowledge proof technology, and the data collaboration technology on and off the chain is
used to achieve authentication and ensure that the rights and interests of enterprises over
the data they own are not infringed. Meanwhile, smart contracts are used to coordinate the
different perceptions of the value of data elements by different participants in a frequently
changing environment between enterprises, and to achieve enterprise-level data interaction
and business collaboration based on a consensus concerning the value.

4.1.2. Dynamic Assessment of Data Value and Incentive for Value Sharing

In the blockchain collaboration network, value is constructed by data statistics and
value assessment of the blockchain nodes, and the incentive model is constructed based on
the value of the nodes to realize data sharing, transmission, and transaction.

The data is evaluated in the form of transaction through the auction model. In
this process, the key attributes of the data owner are evaluated by assessing each sub-
attribute of data quality, the price per unit of data, and the quantity of data represented by
q1, q2, . . . , qm, pi and ni, i = 1, 2, . . . , m, respectively. Based on this, the cost function of the
data owner is set as:

Ci(q1, q2, . . . , qm, ni) =
m

∑
i=1

kiqi +
h1

ni
(1)
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This function influences the decision of the data owner in the trading process.
Subsequently, under the scoring auction mechanism, both parties to the transaction

offer trading strategies that maximize their desired returns based on their costs, and finally
the winner is determined based on the corresponding scoring function.

Si(q1, q2, . . . , qm, pi) =
m

∑
i=0

li
√

qi +
h2

ni
− pi (2)

After completing a transaction, the smart contract updates each participant’s contri-
bution based on the participant’s overall assessment, which is quantified as the contribu-
tion level.

In blockchain networks, reputation describes satisfaction of nodes that have direct
transaction. Node reputation is defined as follows: N = {n1, n2, L, nn} for nodes in the
open network, ∀ni ∈ N, and ωi ∈ N for the set of nodes that have direct transactions
with N within the window H (number of transactions), to denote the nodes within the
satisfaction time series, thus obtaining the node’s reputation degree C.

C =
H

∑
i=1

ωiTi (3)

Each participant in the industry chain can choose the partner with the greatest interest
in data sharing and collaborative production, and at the same time set up a compound
collaborative incentive mechanism, such as demand matching, collaborative design, pro-
duction collaboration, and system maintenance, to continuously increase the willingness of
enterprises to upload high quality interactive data on the one hand and motivate them to
participate in maintaining the entire R and D collaborative network on the other.

4.2. Blockchain-Based Trusted Data Governance Mechanism

Since the multi-layer supply chain involves extended-level suppliers following differ-
ent levels of data standards, there are highly complex challenges involved in this process,
such as standards identification, coordination, and data privacy issues. In order to ensure
the interconnection of data elements in the process of multi-layer collaboration in the in-
dustrial chain, a trusted mechanism for manufacturing data elements based on blockchain
technology is proposed. As shown in Figure 3, the mechanism mainly includes a trusted
hash gateway and a format conversion mechanism.

4.2.1. Trusted Blockchain Gateway with Hash Algorithms

In the process of collaborative production, in order to verify the authenticity and con-
sistency of data in the database of cooperative enterprises without management authority,
blockchain light nodes are set up in enterprises to define, configure, analyze, verify, and
broadcast the collected data, and connect each light node into the blockchain gateway sys-
tem so that the data can be uploaded to the blockchain data element market. A secure chip
is used to build the trusted edge computing endpoint module to achieve authentication
and integrity verification of data, and to realize a highly portable and encapsulated IoT
gateway trusted platform module. The module will use hashing algorithms to measure
the integrity of data elements and ensure the authenticity of each data message collected
from the source of the device and supply chain. This is a compressed mapping that can
increase the density of information in the data to some extent and reduce the storage space
required. At the same time, this mapping relationship is one-way indecipherable. For
different input data, the same output hash value may be obtained, but it is not possible to
reverse the mapping to determine the input value, i.e., there are only encryption methods
and no reverse deciphering methods. However, the authenticity and integrity of the data
can be verified by a single hash value.
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4.2.2. Blockchain-Based Data Transformation

In an environment of highly coupled interactions, such as product development in
the industrial chain, in order to achieve the interconnection of data elements, the data
collected in the collaborative production process is encapsulated into block data by using
edge computing devices, and data of arbitrary length, format, and source are converted
into fixed-length hash. This is achieved by means of pre-mapping with the help of hashing
algorithms to realize MODBUS TCP, XL/9G-E-RDS, while other transmission protocols
are converted into MODBUS RTU, XL/6N-2G-UDP and other data formats that meet the
requirements of blockchain, completing the purpose of converting data formats of different
systems into standard formats that meet the blockchain system criteria. As the data storage
space of each block is limited, various multi-source heterogeneous data collected will be
stored in the distributed cloud database; at the same time, information such as the hash
values and data abstracts will be uploaded to the blockchain for storage and display. When
different service applications request access, they search with abstract information on the
blockchain and then use the Kadenlia protocol, the nodes IP addresses, and port numbers
of both sides to locate the data in the decentralized system. The data in the cloud database
is then accessed through pre-defined service interfaces for visualization and analytics
techniques to use the data.

4.3. Smart Contract Generation for Value-Driven Collaboration

In order to break through the traditional product industry chain data management
mode with repeated negotiation, layers of authorization, and cumbersome processes, a
value-driven, publicly auditable, and tamper-evident collaboration records smart contract
collaboration method is proposed. As shown in Figure 4, this collaboration method includes
a decision mode data management method and a privacy data calculation mechanism.
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4.3.1. Data Protection with Smart Contract

The arithmetic rules of the privacy data uploaded by each participant are described as
a finite state machine through a smart contract. Using this, we can check whether the data
source has completed the state transformation from input data to output data by using static
binary analysis. After the smart contract passes the automatic identification of data privacy
state transitions, it can ensure that the data is used and converted to value in the way
described by the publisher. The data units generated from different collaborative processes
are composed according to the requirements of the collaborative tasks; for upstream and
downstream enterprises, only the input and output privacy data flow graphs are displayed.
The privacy data set is processed and analyzed using high-performance analytics, and
the smart contract is used to accept only ciphertext data; the public and private keys
are used to verify whether the data is the complete data generated autonomously by the
high-performance data analytics program, thus ensuring the confidentiality of the data
computation use process and the accuracy of the computation results. In this case, only
the data user can obtain the calculation results with the help of the private key and the
smart contract.

4.3.2. Blockchain-Based Workflow Automation with Smart Contract

In order to improve the auditability, security, and generality of smart contracts, a
workflow network-based smart contract generation method is proposed. The generation of
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smart contracts mainly includes visual modeling, simulation, verification, and translation.
In the visual modeling phase, the graphical workflow network model can improve the
auditability of smart contracts. The simulation phase of the workflow network is used to
implement the execution of variations to test business logic. The validation of the workflow
network model ensures the legitimacy of the model in order to detect and avoid errors. The
contract translation phase enables the conversion of Petri Net Markup Language (PNML)
to contract code by means of tag mapping. It is worth noting that the formal smart contract
model is programming language independent and can be translated into smart contract
code in different languages, thus improving the generality of smart contracts.

5. Implementation Perspectives

To verify the feasibility and rationality of the proposed framework, an experimental
implementation is provided through software development. First, a multi-attributes value
assessment method is used to enable enterprise collaborators to reach a consensus on the
shared data and provide a basis for collaborative cooperation. Second, the identification,
comparison, and conversion of data formats are used to complete the unification of data
formats among enterprises and promote the efficiency of inter-enterprise collaboration.
Finally, the modeling of the data sharing business is completed through the workflow
network, and the collaboration of data among various departments in each enterprise is
completed by using smart contracts.

5.1. Data Value Assessment and Balance

According to the theoretical knowledge of the auction model, the value consensus
process continues as long as the utility Ũi is greater than zero, as shown in Algorithm 1.
First, the data provider needs to provide the data user with the corresponding parameters,
such as the desired data value N, data quality S, etc. Then a circular value consensus
process is conducted among different enterprises, and the information sharing platform
scores and calculates each shared data based on the provided parameters. Based on the
ranking of the scores Si, the set of enterprises that have the possibility to reach a consensus
on the value of the shared data is selected. These enterprises are analyzed in the next step
in order to select the optimal enterprises that can reach consensus.

Algorithm 1 Multi-attributes Auction-based Value Algorithm

Input: T, N, U, q, Q
Output: Sq
1: for Ũi >= 0→ M do // Cyclic steps to bring participants to consensus
2: N ⇐ ∅, S⇐ ∅ // Initialize participant parameters
3: for i = 1, 2, . . . , N do
4: Si1 ⇐ ‖Qi − q1‖2, Si2 ⇐ ‖Qi − q2‖2 // Calculate the ranking score
5: if Si1 ≤ Si2 then
6: T1 ⇐ T1 ∪ {Si}
7: else
8: T2 ⇐ T2 ∪ {Si}
9: end if
10: end for
11: T̃1 ⇐ 1

|S1|∑x∈S1
x, T̃2 ⇐ 1

|S2|∑x∈S2
x // Calculate the second screening score

12: if
(

T̃1 == T1

)(
T̃2 == T2

)
then // Reach consensus and break out of the cycle

13: break from line 3
14: else
15: N1 ⇐ Ñ1, N2 ⇐ Ñ2 // Update consensus group members
16: end if
17: end for
18: return T1, T2 // Return to the two participants who reached consensus
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5.2. Blockchain-Based Standard Collaboration

The process of identifying different formats for data sharing between enterprises is
divided into three steps, as shown in Figure 5: (1) identifying the data formats used by each
collaborating enterprise; (2) comparing the data format differences between enterprises
with direct data sharing relationships; and (3) determining the direction of data format
adaptation. Each step is implemented automatically with the authentication of a smart con-
tract. The system completes the uploading of data information and standards by connecting
trusted gateways to enterprises’ IoT devices and is adopted by enterprises at all levels of
the industry chain. After ensuring that the data formats and sources are reliable, detailed
information on the differences between data standards is discovered using visualization
techniques, while the standards of the data involved are automatically analyzed through
smart contracts. Finally, blockchain systems can use visualization technology to directly
realize the direction of the adjustment of data formats and standards to ensure that shared
data is not hindered by format issues.
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5.3. Smart Contract-Based Process Modeling

This section gives an example of smart contract generation that shows how to generate
Go language-based smart contract code templates via a workflow network, as shown in
Figure 6. These are stored in the form of PNML documents, a standard extensible markup
language transformed with the Petri net model for describing and defining state and
transfer rules in workflow nets. A workflow net includes at least three elements: variation,
library house, and arc.
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Variations are represented in the PNML documentation by the <transaction> tag, and
during the translation process of a smart contract, the variation is translated into a variation
function that can only be called by internal functions. In the translated smart contract, the
name of the change function starts in lower case, which in Go means that only functions
inside the package can call it, not external functions.

The place of the Petri net is represented in the PNML document by the <place> tag;
during the translation of the smart contract, the <place> tag will be translated into a set of
global variables: a value type variable representing the value of the place and a bool type
variable representing the state of the place. A change in the state of the place is achieved by
changing the value type variable and the bool type variable.

Arcs are represented in the PNML document by the <arc> tag; in the contract code,
arcs are represented by workflow functions. The main business logic of the workflow
function is to determine the change function that should be executed based on the state of
the workflow repository.
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6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a blockchain-based multi-dimensional collaboration framework.
Based on the elaboration of the content of multi-dimensional collaboration, it constructs
a multi-dimensional industry governance mechanism of “Value–Standard–Process” col-
laboration. It can further explore the value of multiple heterogeneous data elements,
stimulate the data inter flow and transactions to promote the free flow of value-based data
elements, and use data elements as indicators to support and motivate participants to adopt
sustainable practices in social, economic, and environmental terms.
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The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) proposes a mechanism
for dynamic value evaluation and balancing for multi-attributes data in “Value–Standard
–Process” collaborative production. The mechanism facilitates the shift of data management
from a permission-based to a value-driven approach by using value-balancing incentives
to enable “value collaboration” and to reach consensus on the value of data from a differ-
entiated value perspective; (2) proposes a trusted data governance mechanism to achieve
“standard collaboration” based on blockchain to realize the fusion of different data stan-
dards with multi-user attributes and multi-dimensional data on a multi-layer industry,
ensuring the consistency and authenticity of data up and down the industry; And (3) pro-
poses a mechanism to reconfigure collaborative processes through smart contracts. Through
formalized smart contract modeling techniques, “process collaboration” is realized, making
data elements available but not visible, and the collaboration process not public but the
collaboration logic publicly available. Upstream and downstream industry chains can share
their digital information on this framework and can also use the flow of data elements and
value transformation to serve their core tasks. Furthermore, data elements can be provided
to assess sustainability metrics for upstream and downstream enterprises in production
and data management.

Future research can be conducted in the following two areas: (1) the current research
has systematically implemented the proposed architecture and verified its feasibility, so
a follow-up would need to collect specific data in collaborative production and verify it
from a more realistic perspective; (2) the amount of data generated in enterprise production
is huge, and not all the data collected through the trusted gateway system is used for
sharing. Therefore, further experiments and statistical models are needed to determine the
module size for data sharing so that the collected data can accurately match the data sharing
requirements and also match the optimal block size and upload time for the blockchain.
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